Using light to create a better quality of life is the goal toward which Selux continually develops its products.
"Connected to Life" embodies much of our DNA since, at Selux, there is a strong tradition of viewing products
from a customer perspective and offering comprehensive, effective solutions that go beyond mere individual
product items.
Selux offers optical solutions that are unique and allow for more flexibility in design without sacrificing quality. The
Piix™ MRC creates visually comfortable lighting schemes with precise distributions tucked behind receding baffles.
MLED Lines of Light create decidedly different atmospheres when using one of the many lens or louver options.
Miaura™ creates flexibility through modularity, while benefiting from both M36 and Piix™ optical options.
For exterior, we are debuting Selux ELO, a family of six-inch diameter columns and bollards with indirect vertical
illumination using our Tritec LED refractor, which enhances the visual experience with a combined directionality of
light. Ouray™ is our newest post-top luminaire featuring our unique Gen 5 proprietary optical design, making it
more versatile and efficient with an optional micro houseside shield that attaches directly to the lens.
"Connected to Life" not only includes the connection of individual products with the overwhelming possibilities of
modern technology, but also their sensible integration into the everyday lives of human beings. Selux has a
solution for every lighting challenge. Take a look inside. Be inspired!
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For lighting designers who want more flexibility and control in their
design with less glare, Selux offers the Piix™ MRC (Micro Reflector
Cell). With Piix™, the focus is on the lighting rather than the fixture.
The optics are developed to be a subtle presence of the overall design
for corporate, residential, or hospitality spaces.

Piix™ MRC
Distributions: 20° Narrow, 35° Medium, 50° Wide Reflectors
Optional Optics: Textured Diffuse Lens, Hexcell Louver, Diffuse Lens
Mounting: Surface, Recessed, Wall, Cable, Stem
Options: In-line Fuse, Separate Switching, Integral Sensors,
Emergency Options, Configurations
Available as: Individuals or Runs, Direct, or Direct/Indirect
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Precision Designed Reflectors

Optional Diffuser with Nesting Frame

Baffle

Precision-designed micro-faceted reflectors allow
for the distribution of light to be controlled and
efficient. Individual optics are recessed within the
Piix™ fixture, creating dramatic lighting effects
without uncomfortable high-angle glare.
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Miaura™
Freedom of design and reconfigurability - the two
main goals of the Miaura™ lighting system. The
ease of installation allows the back rail - including
corners - to be installed first, then to add lighting
modules wherever and whenever needed. As the
needs of the space change, the modules can easily
be rearranged to meet the new requirements.

Modules: Twin Linear, E40 (both utilize flush M36 optics),
and Piix™ MRC
Rail: Available in 12' or 8' sections, rail can be joined for
continuous runs; Through-wiring with tap-offs allow for
each module placement
Mounting: Rail mounts via cable, stem, or directly to
ceiling, semi-recessed options; modules mount to rail via
pre-installed clips
Lengths: 2', 3', or 4'(E40 also available in 8')
Options: Separate Switching, Phase Selection, Integral
Sensors, Emergency Options, Corners, and Configurations

Miaura™ Rail

Miaura™ Twin Linear Module

Miaura™ E40 Module

Miaura™ Piix™ Module

Utilizing a trunking-type system, the various modules of Miaura™ attach to the pre-installed rail via a common
method. Through-wiring with recurring tap-offs grant flexibility of placement, and quick-disconnects allow for
instant relocation as needed. The field cuttable blank cover completes the run and allows for clean spacing of
the lighting modules.

Design and redesign a space

The opportunity for configurability and reconfigurability with Miaura™ allows transformation of a room's lighting
when the need arises. Keep the rail in place and simply move the lighting modules around based on the new room
layout - or order additional modules as needed. Use the flexibility of Miaura™ to rework the lighting scheme
without the need for a full reinstallation.
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The flexibility of the MLED lighting
system opens up new perspectives
for architectural lighting. Plan your
perfect lighting solution quickly and
easily using standard configurations
or contact us for custom designs!
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Create engaging lighting layouts with any length of continuous light and minimal
disruption; run a line of light from indoor to outdoor while maintaining the design
features; use architecturally pleasing linear lighting in your outdoor designs. M60 LED
wet location is made with the same quality and aesthetics as other MLED products,
while providing protection from rain and insects. The luminous, diffuse snap-in cover
and clear gasket protect individual or run fixtures, even with the expansion and
contraction of the lens due to temperature changes.

M60 LED Wet Location
Shielding: LED optimized white lens, clear lens with microprism
inlay, new asymmetric options
Protection: Gasketed, injection molded snap-in cover at ends
and at joints creates fully luminous surface area
Mounting: Surface, Recessed, Wall, Stem
Lengths: Individual luminaires and linear runs in any length
Option: Tamper-resistant covers
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MLED Optical Expansion - Our successful and versatile M36 LED optics have been integrated into the
M60 LED and M100 LED products as well as MLED for 4" Technical Ceiling Systems (LR4TZ), allowing
for a more flexible lighting design throughout your space. In addition to the LED optimized white lens
and the clear lens with microprism inlay, now M60 LED, M100 LED, and LR4TZ features the LMO
symmetric, LMO asymmetric 20º wall washer, LMO asymmetric 5º wall grazer, and LMO batwing - all
tucked behind a satine lens for a more uniform appearance and illumination to the top of the wall
without protrusion from the ceiling.

NB

A2

LMO Symmetric

LMO Asymmetric 20° Wall Washer

M60 LED shown for reference

A5

LMO Asymmetric 5° Wall Grazer

BW

LMO Batwing
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Application efficiency through
precise optical distributions.
Gen 5 is a full range of custom designed optics made
from silicone. Distribution types I, II, III & IV are
available with a micro house side shield option for
sharp backlight cutoff. Type V square and round, as
well as custom distributions, make Gen 5 a fully
comprehensive optical package. Tying together the
Gen 5 platform is the Selux signature patterned lens
holder with reflective backing to spread brightness and
improve visual comfort.

Gen 5
light engine

Discrete house shield option
clips directly to optic and is field installable

Gen 5
with house shield

Gen 5
without house shield
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Built around the proprietary Gen 5 light engine platform, Ouray™ boasts
a full range of unique optical distributions with backlight control feature,
custom distribution possibilities and a fully diffuse comfort option.
The Ouray™ family includes three housing sizes with lumen packages
that scale to match from 3,000lm-20,000lm.

Ouray™ 400
3,000lm

Ouray™ 500
12,000lm

Ouray™ 600
20,000lm

Plane Projector Optics

With extensive mounting options, Ouray™ is ready to adapt to any
situation. An advanced technical arm provides full 90 degree tilt in
one position or 180 degrees of swivel in the other. A range of
primary and secondary mounting parts can be combined or used
individually depending on project needs and budget. Ouray™ can
also be mounted upside down for canopy lighting with plane
projector optics and glass lens option.

An extremely durable finish, silicone optics,
L90 >93,000hrs and marine grade aluminum ensure the
product will be long lasting and exhibit very little lumen
depreciation over its life.
Ouray™ Family
LED: 3000K · 4000K
Light Engine: Gen 5
Options: Dimming, Hi-Lo Switching, Photocell,
Direct /Indirect mounting, Comfort Optic, Safety Glass,
Motion Sensor, House Shield
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Selux Tritec Module is a modern day LED refractor for exterior
post-top fixtures with indirect light source providing comfortable
vertical illumination. It is scalable –choose from one, two, three,
or four stacks –and is perfect for pedestrian areas. Lumen
packages range from 2,000lm-11,000lm. Tritec’s unique shape is
sure to add a decorative touch to any landscape design.
Available in Exelia, Quadro and Saturn families, along with our
newest Tritec product, ELO.

T1
Forward

T2
Wall

TA
Asymmetrical

TS
Symmetrical

Comfortable
vertical
illumination

Quadro 1 LED

Exelia LED

LED: 3000K · 4000K
Light Engine: Tritec
Options: Dimming, Hi-Lo Switching,
House Shield, Photocell, Motion Sensor

LED: 3000K · 4000K
Light Engine: Tritec
Options: Dimming, Hi-Lo Switching,
House Shield, Photocell, Motion Sensor,
Modular Column System
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ELO Bollard

With a 6" diameter, ELO is the most slender bollard/column
family from Selux. ELO uses the scalable Tritec LED refractor.
The family consists of a bollard, column, and wall mount
version. Lumen packages range from 2,000lm-11,000lm.
The unique optical approach provides effective vertical
illumination, interesting aesthetics and visual comfort.

ELO Family
LED: 3000K · 4000K
Light Engine: Tritec
Options: Dimming, Hi-Lo Switching, Photocell,
House Shield, Motion Sensor, Domed Top Cap
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MTR Round

Exelia Gen 5
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Solving the issue of visual clutter – Selux Modular Columns integrate a wide
range of unique optical systems and high-end camera/speaker options.
All components are housed completely inside the 8”Ø extruded column
body, so your column still looks like a clean architectural element. It is
possible for a single Modular Column to provide the same function of three
or more individually mounted products. Cleaning up a site lighting plan
prevents distraction from the architectural and landscape design features,
giving your project a more professional look.

Design your column
Choose your top module

Choose integrated accessories
Corral

Camera

Exelia Tritec

Choose lighting modules

MTR Round

Exelia Gen 5

Choose options

Façade module

4,800lm

Twin Spot module
3,600lm

Speakers

Inula

Blank section
(Design void)

WiFi

Continually innovating new ways to control
light – Optical systems proprietary to Selux
give you creative and visually interesting
options to address light pollution, improve
security and provide façade/accent lighting.
Busy urban areas and smart cities of the
future are some of the intended applications
for Modular Columns. Well-suited to address
a variety of lighting needs, able to pack in all
the desired technology, and still look like a
beautiful lighting element - all unify the
power and elegance of Modular Columns.
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We've had a great response to our
Innovation Center over the past year!
We enjoy connecting creatively to discuss
new advancements in lighting with our
agents and specifiers.
Be a part of the conversation —
Contact your Regional Sales Manager or
Agent to schedule a visit.
We look forward to seeing you!
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